In time diagnosis of diabetes significantly reduces damages and inconveniences of this disease in society. It may be said that one of the most important problems of diagnosis methods of this disease, particularly in early phases, is not to pay attention to proper features in order to diagnose the disease and as a result weakness in disease diagnosis. This research endeavors to introduce a new method for accurate diagnosis of this disease through usage of a combination of artificial intelligent methods such as fuzzy systems for immediate and accurate decision making, Evolutionary Algorithms (ACO 1 ) for choosing best rules in fuzzy systems, and artificial neural networks for modeling, structure identification, and parameter identification. The proposed system relying on features of database in the form of combination and interaction succeeded in reaching an accuracy of 95.852% which in comparison to current methods on the one hand and to artificial methods in foresaid references on the other hand, has a proper and very faster performance than other intelligent methods and you can see its accuracy and excellence as an intelligent system.
Introduction
Diabetes or Diabetes Mellitus is one of the most prevalent diseases in the world. Reports declare that there are approximately 220 million diabetic patients in the world [1, 2, and 3] . Diabetes is diagnosed primarily through blood glucose tests (Plasma, Glucose, and Fasting). The disease is classified into 3 categories. Type 1 diabetes, or Insulin-Dependent Diabetes Mellitus (IDDM), is mostly diagnosed in young age and children. Type 2 Diabetes, or Non-Insulin-Dependent Diabetes Mellitus (NIDDM) is seen in 90% to 95% of diabetes patients [3] . In this category insulin is secreted, but body resists consuming it. Type 3 Diabetes is mostly seen in pregnant women and usually is changed into type 2 Diabetes after pregnancy [4] . In recent few years a significant attention is given to medical data mining methods. It is proven in theory that a group of classifiers yield a better result than the best of them [5] [6] [7] . It is understandable that every group of data and methods has its own weaknesses and capabilities and that it may act well in a data mining system and doesn't yield a desirable result somewhere else [8] . Therefore, there is an increasing tendency to combine intelligent methods in order to reach a long lasting and desirable answer. Up to now many methods have been studied and introduced in the form of many researches each of which has been done at best through using RBF 1 Neural Network with accuracy of 73.32% [9] , MLP 2 Neural Networks with accuracy of 76.89% [10] , K-NN 3 with accuracy of 75.55% [11] , Evolutionary Algorithms with accuracy of 76.17% [3] , and SVM 4 Algorithm with accuracy of 82.5% [3] . In this paper it is endeavored first to explain the problem and seriousness of the issue concerning diabetes mellitus, then the method is explained generally, and finally main points are discussed considering Flow chart (1) . We hope this research will be helpful in improving methods, treatment, and diagnosis of this disease.
Application Steps in the Proposed System
First data is extracted from the database [12] . Then, it is explored through process of decision tree so that a space for research and a path to reach from input space (patient's features) to output space (relative rate of being sick or healthy) is provided through symbolic drawing of a tree. Considering drawing paths of the tree, somelogical provisions for reaching from beginning of the tree to its end (percentage of individual's being sick or healthy) are obtained. These provisions can be used as sources of Bank of Fuzzy System Rules. Afterwards, using ACO Exploration (Evolutionary) Algorithm, best possible Rules (provisions) are obtained by using Rules of decision tree. Then, Fuzzy System, considering the bank of optimum rules of inputs (features of each person), determines the individual's rate of being sick or healthy so that identification and final modeling of the patient is done through input of the data into artificial nervous system. Flow chart (1) shows all steps followed in this research. 
Importance of Feature Selection or the Issue of Pattern Recognition
First the issue of selecting proper features in transform space must be dealt with. Feature selection is actually selection of those features which have the maximum power in foreseeing the output [13] . Defining what the optimum subset is, depends on problems you are going to solve [14] . In discussed methods, amounts of vectors show their importance. According to this, paying attention to all features is not a proper thing to do. In addition, sometimes feature vectors don't contain useful information. As proven in [15] , it is expected to get better results when you have more information; however, in practice this causes a reduction in accuracy [16] . Therefore, to reach a proper representation, it is essential to select the best feature vector or simplify it. A current Pattern Recognition System Consists of 4 parts: Feature Extraction, Feature Selection, Design and Instruction of Classifier, and Finally Testing. In this research Decision-Making Tree is used for Exploring and Extracting Features (Rules), Ants Colony Algorithm is used for selecting Effective rules, Fuzzy system is used for Simplifying Features, and Artificial Neural Network is used for Classifying or Testing the Data of [12] for diagnosis.
Database
Data used in this research was taken from PID 1 database belonging to references of [12] 
Decision Tree
Decision trees were first popularized in 1986 by Quinlan with ID3 3 Algorithm which uses Entropy Standard to evaluate differentiation capacity in each Feature of data [17] . The most important characteristic of decision trees is their ability in dividing a complex problem into smaller problems and as a result yielding an understandable solution [17, 18] . The closer the numbers of members of the two categories and the more diverse the data, the closer the entropy standard to 1.The Less the number of members of one category compared to that of the other, the closer the entropy standard to 0 [18] . Figure (1) shows changes in entropy according to probability of data of one category for a twocategory problem. CART 1 Tree (the tree used in this research) was introduced by Breiman in 1984. Primary idea of this method: in each step, from among a combination of all possible modes to divide data into two parts, the mode which results in yielding purer data is chosen [18] . Suitability of division is dependent on just one former step and optimum division is not examined according to former observances. If discretely-displayed input data is shown by L, then 2 L−1 -1 modes will be available for selection of categories. If data is uninterrupted and there are K categories of different data, then there will be K-1 possibilities for dividing input data. Calculation of purity of data is done through Criterion Tuning Standard. Figure ( 2) shows a sample tree with Four Nodes [18] . In the End, it can be said that decision tree is used in order to form a bank of accurate and optimum rules (considering inputs (features)).
Ant Colony Optimization Algorithm (ACO)
Ant ColonyAlgorithm was first introduced by "Dorigo" and his Colleagues in 1991 to solve complicated optimization problems such as Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP 2 ). Then in 1996 and 1997 Dorigo and his colleagues introduced Ants Society Algorithm [19, 20] . Ants are small Insects that live in groups and Societies. These insects can't see, so they find their way from their nest to food by secreting a chemical substance named Pheromone. In real world Ants first go accidentally this way and that way to find food. Then they return to their nest leaving a trace of Pheromone on the ground. These Traces are changed into white and become visible after rain.When other ants find these traces, sometimes they stop wandering and follow the traces. Then if they reach the food, they return to their nest and leave a new trace of their own beside the old one; in other words they strengthen the old trace. It can be concluded that secretion of the chemical substance and its density are important factors in finding the shortest routes by ants. In other words, according to density of the chemical substance on the routes, ants recognize amount of traffic on the routes and take the busiest [21] . Proper Pattern to solve optimum problems is obtained on the basis of ants' behavior in finding the shortest route -figure (3).
Figure 3: Navigation of ants through Ants Colony Algorithm
First Ants must be put in N cities. Naturally, the most proper method in the first place is accidental placement of Ants. Equal amounts of primary pheromone, whose proper amount will be discussed later, are attributed to all routes. Then, ants move on the routes. Probability of the Ants going from Node i to node j during time period of t is calculated through Equation (1). Equation (1) In this equation ij  is amount of pheromone on the routes, dij is the distance between the two nodes.  , Are amounts which are determined at the beginning and remain the same up to the end.When ants have finished a complete tour, comprehensive updating of pheromone is done through Equation (2) by the ant which has taken the best route.  Is a parameter between zero and one,  is evaporation coefficient, Q is a constant, and K L , which is attributed in the beginning of traition and solving, is the length of the route [22] . Repetition of Ants Algorithm is stopped when convergence condition is fulfilled through 2 rules of pheromone density of the route and number of route repetition. In this way Ants Algorithm results in selection of best rules. First, a series of numbers is created, then considering the application process of the Algorithm, created numbers, place of rule storage, and satisfaction of fitness function the best and of course smallest numbers of rules which result in most accurate diagnosis of the disease are defined for fuzzy system with usage of bank of rules.
Fuzzy System
Fuzzy logic is a fairly new technology compared to current methods of design and modeling of systems which need fairly advanced probabilities and mathematics. Fuzzy logic defines correct propositions of Boolean accurately. Membership function of a fuzzy system, in special conditions, is a curve which shows mapping of each spatial point to membership degree (a number between 0 and 1) [23, 24] . Each fuzzy system has rules in bank of rules in the form of phrases IF_THEN. In this research we have used decisions of the tree to obtain logical and correct rules. Processing step which is called decision making step acts according to bank of rules. There are 2 types of Mamdani and Sugeno fuzzy inference systems which are different from each other in their methods of output definition [25] . In this system we have used Mamdani inference. 
Input and Output Parameters of Fuzzy System
Input parameters (for each person) in this system are the same 8 features of the database [12] .
Membership functions and their intervals should be determined for each input; number of membership functions is determined by their ranges and ranges of membership functions are determined by decisions of the Tree. Type of membership functions is determined through consideration of domain and range of membership functions. For example, membership functions (in input parameters) which have proper domains are of "triangular" type (like figure (5) for second (input) feature and equation (3)) and functions which have very small domains are of "trapezius" type (like figure (6) for the first output and equation (4)). Output parameters show membership rate of each person (in fuzzy expression) in 2 healthy and sick output parameters which were showed by 2 trapezius membership functions. The most important part of fuzzy system is bank of rules. In bank of rules, considering input, output, membership functions, and inference system, correct decisions are made to determine Crisp output. All parameters of the proposed fuzzy system are shown in table 1. Decision Trees can present an understandable description of the relations existing in a data set and can be used for categorization and forecasting [26] . Decision structure can also be presented as computational techniques which help describe, categorize, and General Making of a set of data [27] .
Flow chart (2) shows the relation between the decision tree and the fuzzy system in the proposed method.
Flow chart 2: Application process of the proposed Algorithm in structure, selection, and usage of best rules for diagnosis of diabetes
By applying the Decision Tree to the database some relations and rules are obtained (like figure (7)) and finally by using these rules (table (2)) inputs of next step are fed i.e. with rules that are extracted in this step, by using Ants Colony Optimization Algorithmbest rules are obtained provided that the proposed fitness function is satisfied. A sample of decisions and rules obtained from the decision tree is shown in figure (7) After creating the rules by the decision tree (application of the tree to input space (people's feature) and to output space (patients and healthy people)), some rules are obtained, but the main problem is existence of lots of rules. If the rules are applied to fuzzy system on this basis, it will show itself up in speed and operation of fuzzy system in the form of slowness and low accuracy. That is why Ants Colony Optimization Algorithm is used. First, a Binary String which accidentally contains 20 bits of number of rules is taken in order to choose at most 20 better rules, this process is taken to satisfy fitness function. Then, this process is repeated so many times that at most 20 better rules are chosen .   20  75  78  24  45  148  12  18  91  36  24  60  78  25  98  118  14  1  125  10 For example, some rules of this fuzzy system which has more than 248 rules are shown in table (2). Order of numbers in each rule is as follows: consider the first law, 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1, 3 0(1):1, this rule is interpreted in this way, the first part from the left and before the comma i.e. digits that are highlighted with yellow color, shows the membership function in each input, in other words, antecedent parts of each rule or if. So, in this rule it must be said that if in the first input,the first membership function exists and in the second input, the first membership function exists and in the third, fourth, and fifth inputs no membership functions exist and in the sixth input the first membership function exists and in the seventh input no membership function exists and in the eighth input the first membership function exists (up to now, antecedent part of each rule is expressed); after that is the place of consequent or thered part. In consequent part we must have the same number of rules as the number of outputs. So, this part is as follows: then the first output is the third membership function and the second output doesn't have a membership function. The figure in parentheses is the weight of this rule or the bluecolor figure. The number after: is either the figure of parentheses 1 or the number of connections of this rule with other rules. The first rule is connected to one rule (green color).Therefore rules by the order show rule (a, 1: end,'indexed') and of course the interpretation of this rule is in this way that: a,the storage of the designed fuzzy system, expresses rules of 1 to the end with the Index structure. In each attempt from among 248 rules, an accidental array full of an accidental number between 1 to 248, which shows the number of line of rules, is created accidentally byAnts Colony Optimization Algorithm. In each attempt of Algorithm, 20 ants propose 20 search paths which are the same 20 accidental rules. Of course this process is repeated so many times that the best rules are obtained. Cost function of Ants Algorithm is taken as flow chart (3). The above vector is an accidental sample of the vectors that are studied.
Objective Function which is taken in this research is:
 

Objective Function
The objective function is the equation that gets merits for each Iteration. It seems that accuracy in identifying is more important than the small selected subsets. Although the two series have the same accuracy, the smaller set is preferred, so we suggest the following fitness function in Equation (5). 
Equation (5)
 
Which |n| is the number of the total rules and |s| is the number of selective rules. First sentence is the carefully identified coefficient and the second sentence is the rate coefficient of reduced features. Accuracy is defined by the following equation or Equation (6). We supposed that the sum of α and β coefficient is fixed and equal to 100. Now, in regard to importance of the identified Accuracy and fewer features used in the diagnosis, α and β coefficients are set. Undoubtedly, detection Accuracy is more important in this problem, and therefore, α (here 99) will be greater than β (here 1) [26] .The suggested Fitness Function located in the ACO Algorithm cost function is observed in Flowchart (3). 
Equation (6)
Fn
Flow chart (3): ACO Cost Function
However, to determine the parameters in Accuracy we use FCM Algorithm that is described below. We use FCM, because the FCM Algorithm will classify Without Unsupervised Algorithm and Target Vector. The FCM tries to make the data classification, also in the second class. Data from the fuzzy system must be classified into two classes to determine the Accuracy of Fuzzy System. Firstly we are trying to introduce the FCM Algorithms, because to obtain the rate of accuracy and classification of the data, we need it.
FCM or Fuzzy C-Means Algorithm
In 1969, "Baraldi", proposed the first clustering model with fuzzy idea [30] . In this method, the amount of any membership or data belonging to each data to any cluster in matrix member is determined.
Which, c is number of clusters and n is the data number. This method suffers from two main limitations: the first limitation was that no cluster should be empty. (9) FCM tries for any data set, finds the parts that minimize the following cost Equation 1 or objective function Equation10. (10) Where in it, dij is data distance between Xj and the i th cluster center.
is degree of fuzziness. If "M" goes to one, clustering will be more difficult or crisp. On the contrary, if "M" goes to infinity, clustering will be fuzzier. Supposedly as demonstrated in Figure 4 we supposedly classified 1000 random data in 2 classes.
Fuzzy -C-Means or "FCM" methods consist of 4 stages:
1. If function cannot be minimized directly, repeat Algorithm could be used. To solve this problem, the optimal replacement scheme was used as follows: select the proper values for m, C and small positive number for "". The matrix C is randomly filled (middle or center of clusters) finally, set t =0.
2. In (t = 0) membership matrix is calculated, and in (t > 0) updated membership matrix is determined. This means that the degree of membership for fixed parameters of clusters is optimized such as Equation 11 in the flowing: 
Equation (11) 3. The final step is updating the center of the clusters with optimized membership matrix. In addition to these parameters, how the distance is measured is of prime importance.
Repeating Steps 2 and 3 until
by all above steps are applied on the 100 sample data that Outside From Fuzzy System the First (Diabetic ) cluster and second (Health) cluster is created. The result can be observed in Figure 8 .
Figure (8): FCM Application on data that extracted of Fuzzy System
This shows sum of squares error that output of fuzzy system, considering the rules proposed by Ants Colony Algorithm, expresses versus real diagnosis results of patients. Final goal is minimization of error so that it isknown which best rules can result in minimum error. In the end 20 rules were obtained which are the final rules of the system. In figure (9) process of optimization by Ants Colony Optimization Algorithm is shown and in table (3) Optimal rules are shown. 
If (Preg(X1) is mf11) and (Glucose(X2) is mf20) and (BP(X3) is mf15) and (BMI(X6) is mf23) and (pedigree(X7) is mf19) and (Age(X8) is mf10) then (output1 is
Feed Forward Neural Network
Multilayer forward neural network that is shown in Figure (11) consists of a large number of processing parts and interrelated signals named neurons [28] . In general, input neurons add and multiply given figures of each input (p) mane and by applying bias (b) (width from the source), give the product to an activation function (f) and transfer output of the result to the next layer (a). Error Back-Propagation Algorithm is used as instructor of these networks in this model (and in this research as well). In this project a 3-layer feed forward network with Sigmoid activation function in middle layer, output layer and linear function for input layer are used for each patient. A NN schematic is shown below
Figure (11): Neural Network Stretcher
At first (in full model) number of input layer neurons of this network was taken 2 neurons (considering output of fuzzy system for each patient). To choose the best structure, considering references used in [29] and considering the best result, 4 neurons were taken for the middle layer. In this project number of repetition is taken 500 and rate of Error Global is taken 0.02. Results of precision of coincidence of network accuracy and also histogram of network error are shown in figure (12) and Regression between Target and Output is shown in Figure (13 ).
Figures 12, 13: Performance of the proposed neural system and Regression by output and Target
In the right hand graph, rate of network performance error is shown that is numeral amount of the errors that the network has obtained. The horizontal axis shows error rate whose center is zero, and the vertical axis shows the number of errors which is obtained. More Gaussian the distribution of the graphs, more the number of errors of zero and close to zero (this shows a good performance) and less the number of errors which are farther from zero (this shows a bad performance).Of course in this network close-to-zero errors were many and farther-from-zero errors were few. In the left hand axis there is a graph in which estimated figures are shown according to real figures. Of course closer the estimated figure to the real figure, closer the calculated regression figure to 1, and of course the regression figure calculated in this network is a proper and acceptable figure.
Test Accuracy and Final Evaluation
In general all process of feature (optimum rules) selection, which resulted in formation of a model for disease diagnosis, can be expressed in this way: considering the number of rules (formed by the decision tree) for disease diagnosis, vectors full of numbers of rules are produced by Ants Algorithmin storage of bank of rules, the string is multiplied by storage of the patient's bank of rules and considering the features (rules), in each effort, an array in cost function of Ants Algorithm satisfies the fitness function. This process is repeated so many times that the best rules, while the number of rules is small, have the best diagnosis and the highest accuracy. Then, optimum rules are applied to fuzzy system and as a result of application of optimum rules to fuzzy system, fuzzy expression is made for worsening of the diseaseor healthiness of each person. In the end, to form adaptation in the designed system and for generalization forward neural network was used to universalize this system. To prove capabilities of the proposed system, 10-group cross-validation (by K-fold) was done for results of database of 768 samples which were divided into 10 groups. 9 groups of 77 data and 1 group of 75 data so that each part had a mixture of all (sick and healthy) people. In this kind of validation, 9 groups of data are used for instruction and the remaining group is used for testing. This process of instruction and testing is done sequentially-rotationally for 10 times so that every time a different group is left aside for testing.
Results of Simulations and Evaluations
MATLAB® software was used for simulation. Instruction of neural network was done simultaneously. For each input or one line of data set all figures (13) change, and to determine the Accuracy we use Equation (6) or Accuracy Definition. Results are shown in table (4) . In evaluation by [8] 202, in evaluation by [3] 200, in evaluation by [3] 217, in evaluation by [9] 192, in evaluation by [11] 197, and in the proposed method 247 patients were diagnosed. So, you can easily decide on accuracy and efficiency of the proposed method.
Discussion and Conclusion
Diabetes is one of the most prevalent diseases in the world which can even result in mutilation. In this research considering the necessity of early and on time diagnosis of this disease, a new method based on combining intelligent systems is presented. Many researchers like to use this tool, yet the challenge of instruction of neural networks is their main concern. Combination of Evolutionary Algorithms, fuzzy logic, and data mining systems can be a good idea for improving efficiency of these networks (in this research diagnosis and selection of features (rules)) which in the end result in correct grouping and performance of data. Results of simulations show that optimum rules in fuzzy logic can improve accuracy and efficiency of the designed system; even in interaction of results of this step with neural network, it will have a better, faster, and more accurate output for diagnosis in generalization of the designed system. Of course the main goal in this type of research is to reach a 100 percent accuracy and precision so that you can trust artificial intelligent systems and give them a practical dimension. Reaching this goal is possible just when you have a great knowledge and accurate understanding of Table 4 : Results of simulations intelligent systems on the one hand and of disease and data mining on the other hand that may be achieved in a close future.
